
 

LESSON 1         JUST IN CASE  

NOTEBOOK WORK 
 

 

 

Hard Words (write TWICE) 

1. Participate   7.  Costumes 

2. Pities    8.  Travellers 

3. Concert   9.  Continuously 

4. Rattled   10. Audience 

5. Boards   11. Curtains 

6. Swaying   12. Gathered 

 

 

Word Meanings 

1. Concert – an event or a show 

2. Getting rattled – feeling nervous 

3. Tizzy – stressed 

4. Swaying – moving from side to side 

5. Windy – having strong winds 

6. Breezy – having gentle winds 

7. Audience – people who come to watch shows 
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EXERCISES 

A.   Complete these sentences:- 

1. People pitied Tikoo’s parents because Tikoo made them tired by repeating his 

questions. 

2. Tikoo thought that his teacher would give his role to another student if they don’t 

reach the concert hall in time. 

3. Tikoo wanted to check his bag to make sure that he had taken everything 

required. 

4. When they heard that Tikoo wanted to practise for his role, the boys laughed and 

made fun of him.  

5. Alok was having fun with his friends although he had got a major role in the play. 

6. We know that Alok was very clever because he wittily saved the play when Tikoo 

fell on the stage. 

 

 

QUESTION-ANSWERS 

B.   Read the lines and answer the questions that follow:- 

1. ‘Tikoo, we did that once before we left home and once after we reached the bus 

stop.’ 

a) Who says these words? 

Ans – Tikoo’s father says these words. 

b) What did they do once before? 

Ans – They had checked Tikoo’s bag once before. 
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c) Who wants them to do it again? 

Ans – Tikoo wants them to do it again. 

 

2. ‘Looks as if there’s a storm coming up! Thank God that no one was standing 

under the tree when it fell.’ 

a) Why did Alok say these words? 

Ans – Alok said these words, as Tikoo who was acting as a tree, fell on the 

stage during the play. 

b) What would have happened if someone was standing under the tree? 

Ans – Anyone standing under the tree might have got hurt when it fell. 

c) Was the tree supposed to fall? 

Ans – No, the tree (Tikoo) was not supposed to fall. 

d) Why did the audience clap louder? 

Ans – The audience clapped louder as they enjoyed the play as well as the twist 

at the end. 

 

 

Vocabulary (Idioms) 

Read the idiom, its meaning and use it in a sentence of your own. 

1. cross your fingers: wish for good luck by keeping your fingers crossed. 

Ans – Sam crossed his fingers while watching the match. 

2. get cold feet: get nervous at the last moment before doing something 

Ans – Roma always gets cold feet before she goes onto the stage. 
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3. I’m all ears: paying total attention without being distracted 

Ans – Keep talking, I’m all ears. 

4. see eye to eye: agreeing with someone or something totally 

Ans – My father and I see eye to eye on most of the things. 

5. have a change of heart: changing one’s mind about something 

Ans – The cruel king had a change of heart after meeting the young boy. 

Grammar (Sentence) 

A. Put these groups of words in the correct order to make sense. 

1. playing the children are in the garden 

Ans – The children are playing in the garden. 

2. school my reopen will tomorrow 

Ans – My school will reopen tomorrow. 

3. raining is it heavily now. 

Ans – It is raining heavily now. 

4. mother my a mobile phone has 

Ans – My mother has a mobile phone. 

5. are children the eating 

Ans – The children are eating. 
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B. Read these sentences and identify the kind. 

1. This is a party hall.    - This sentence states a fact. 

2. Please remove your footwear before entering the computer room.  - This sentence 

expresses a request. 

3. What is the last date of registration? - This sentence asks a question. 

4. Wow! That’s a pretty dress!  - This sentence expresses sudden feeling. 

5. At what time does the Rajdhani Express arrive? – This sentence asks a question. 

6. My mother bakes delicious cakes. - This sentence states a fact. 

 

 

Home Work:  

ACTIVITY – List any two things that you can do well. 

 


